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Pleasure's Edge John Benjamins
Publishing
Previously published; newly refreshed by
author The Chase boys. Ridiculously hot
and notoriously single. When landscaper
Kyle Chase takes notice of Maggie Wright,
all of Petal, Georgia, wonders what the
quiet schoolteacher is hiding underneath
her tight bun and boring blouses. Even
Maggie doesn’t quite get it, but after a

failed relationship and a disastrous attempt
to get back out there, she’s no match
against the famous Chase charm, and Kyle
has it in spades. Kyle wants Maggie in his
life—and in his bed—and he doesn’t mind
getting down and dirty to prove it. For
years he’s avoided the kind of trouble that
comes with “good girls” like her, but
Maggie’s the best trouble he’s ever been
in. He craves more of it. And more of her.
But even as their love grows into thoughts
of forever, a hidden danger from Maggie’s
past threatens to tear them apart. And
when Maggie suddenly disappears, Kyle
must put his faith in his family and race to
save the love of his life before he loses her
forever. The Chase is on. One small town.
Four hot brothers. And enough heat to
burn up anyone who dares to get close.

Don’t miss the next books: Taking Chase,
Chased and Making Chase.
Laid Bare Penguin
This volume establishes a clear
link between good nutrition and
high productivity. It
demonstrates that ensuring that
workers have access to
nutritious, safe and affordable
food, an adequate meal break,
and decent conditions for
eating is not only socially
important and economically
viable but a profitable
business practice, too. Food at
Work sets out key points for
designing a meal program,
presenting a multitude of "food
solutions" including canteens,
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meal or food vouchers, mess
rooms and kitchenettes, and
partnerships with local
vendors. Through case studies
from a variety of enterprises
in twenty-eight industrialized
and developing countries, the
book offers valuable practical
food solutions that can be
adapted to workplaces of
different sizes and with
different budgets.
Goddess with a Blade Bantam
Joy the Baker Cookbook includes everything
from "Man Bait" Apple Crisp to Single Lady
Pancakes to Peanut Butter Birthday Cake.
Joy's philosophy is that everyone loves
dessert; most people are just looking for an
excuse to eat cake for breakfast.
Tart Carina Press
The Mackay cousins—Natches, Rowdy, and
Dawg—would do anything for family, so when
former DHS agent Timothy Cranston drops off
four sisters that Dawg never knew he had,
there is no question: The cousins will protect
and care for the girls, and their mother,
because they're family. Five years later, Eve
Mackay, the eldest sister, has graduated from
college and settled in to life as a Mackay in

Pulaski County, Kentucky. She works hard as a
cocktail waitress and helps out at the bed-and-
breakfast that Dawg bought for her mother. If
she keeps herself busy enough, maybe she'll be
able to stay away from the man she promised
Dawg she wouldn't date, the man who has
awakened her most ravenous fantasies . . . He's
Brogan Campbell, a biker rumored to be a
traitor and a thief. But he's just playing a part;
he came to Kentucky for a DHS mission that
no one, except Cranston, is supposed to know
about. Eve is the key to the whole operation,
and his orders are to get her participation. But
his need for Eve has nothing to do with stolen
secrets and the safety of the country . . . When
Dawg took in Eve and her sisters, he warned
them that if they ever lied, cheated, or betrayed
the family, they risked losing everything. But
desire and danger are locked in an inescapable
embrace, and Eve has to make her choice
between family or Brogan, for better or worse .
. .
Women's Experimental Cinema
Penguin
Brody Brown has always been
responsible for others. After his
parents' deaths, he gave up a
promising artistic career to care for
his younger brother and sister. Now
with his siblings grown, Brody runs

his own business, has a nice house and
makes a good living. And for the first
time in years, he's on his own. Elise
Sorenson has come to Seattle with her
young daughter to find peace. She
spent years as a world-famous
ballerina - and just as many years in a
marriage gone bad - and now she's
looking for neither love nor attention.
To her surprise she finds both in the
handsome, honest man who befriends
her with no strings attached. More
than just being friends, Brody and
Elise discover in each other what they
need - wild, physical passion without
commitment. But it'll take a shadow
from Elise's past to make them look
beyond their basic needs - to what
they truly desire.
Never Enough Ten Speed Press
The Scandinavians excel in comfort –
family, friends, a good atmosphere, long
meals, relaxation and an emphasis on
simple pleasures. They even have a word
for this kind of cosiness that comes with
spending quality time in hearth and home
when the days are short: hygge. Trine
Hahnemann is the doyenne of
Scandinavian cooking and loves nothing
more than spending time in her kitchen
cooking up comforting food in good
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company. This is her collection of recipes
that will warm you up and teach you to
embrace the art of hygge, no matter
where you live.

Falling in Deeper Penguin
Two all-new novellas that cross the
boundaries of desire. Exiled by
Maya Banks…Enticed to the island
paradise where an enigmatic prince
is living in exile, beautiful, virginal
Talia is introduced to a world of
forbidden pleasure where the
prince’s every whim is fulfilled and
her fantasies are rendered in
exquisite detail. But when the
prince is summoned back to fulfill
his duty to his struggling country,
reality is thrust upon Talia all too
soon. She returns home,
heartbroken, convinced she was a
passing fancy for an idle ruler and
his most trusted men. Until the day
they arrive on her doorstep,
determined to have her back where
she belongs. Sway by Lauren
Dane…Levi Warner is an
established, older man—wealthy,
powerful, and above all,

respectable. Then Levi meets Daisy,
an uninhibited 24-year-old dance
instructor and artist, not exactly the
kind of woman Levi is accustomed
to. But the young, free spirit, brings
out something in him he only
experienced in fantasies. When
their scorching affair turns into
something unexpectedly deeper,
Levi finds himself torn between
preserving his reputation, and
exploring a wilder and much more
satisfying kind of life.
Double Time Hardie Grant Publishing
This volume offers introductions to
the work of fifteen avant-garde
American women filmmakers.

Tart HarperCollins UK
At long last, Sarah Britton, called
the “queen bee of the health blogs”
by Bon App�tit, reveals 100
gorgeous, all-new plant-based
recipes in her debut cookbook,
inspired by her wildly popular blog.
Every month, half a million
readers—vegetarians, vegans, paleo
followers, and gluten-free gourmets
alike—flock to Sarah’s adaptable and

accessible recipes that make
powerfully healthy ingredients
simply irresistible. My New Roots
is the ultimate guide to revitalizing
one’s health and palate, one
delicious recipe at a time: no fad
diets or gimmicks here. Whether
readers are newcomers to natural
foods or are already devotees, they
will discover how easy it is to eat
healthfully and happily when whole
foods and plants are at the center of
every plate.
A Million Guilty Pleasures Carina Press
Beyond passion. And beyond their
control… Five years ago, Tuesday
Eastwood's life collapsed and left her
devastated. After an empty, nomadic
existence, she's finally pieced her life
back together in the small Oregon town of
Hood River. Now Tuesday has everything
sorted out. Just so long as men are kept
for sex, and only sex… Then she met
him. Musician and rancher Ezra Hurley
isn't the man of Tuesday's dreams. He's a
verboten fantasy—a man tortured by past
addictions whose dark charisma and long,
lean body promise delicious carnality. But
this craving goes far beyond chemistry.
It's primal. It's insatiable. And it won't be
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satisfied until they're both consumed,
body and soul…

Food at Work Random House
The epic first installment in New
York Times bestselling author
Lauren Dane’s Goddess with a
Blade series. Rowan Summerwaite
is no ordinary woman. Physical
vessel to the Celtic Goddess Brigid
and raised by the leader of the
Vampire Nation, she’s a
supercharged hunter with the
power to slay any vampire who
violates the age-old treaty. A
recent string of murders has her at
odds with Las Vegas’s new Scion,
the arrogant and powerful Clive
Stewart. The killings have the mark
of Vampire all over them, and
Rowan warns Clive to keep his
people in line—or she’ll mete out
her own brand of justice. Though
her dealings with Clive are
adversarial to say the least, Rowan
is intensely aware of her attraction
to him. But she can’t let it distract
her from her duty—to find and battle
the killer before more women die.

“Fans of exciting and sexy urban
fantasy have hit the jackpot with
the Goddess with a Blade series.”
—RT Book Reviews Rowan’s
journey continues in Blade to the
Keep, Blade on the Hunt, and At
Blade’s Edge, available now! This
book is approximately 73,000
words Edited by Angela James
Originally published in 2011
Everyday Cooking with Dr. Dean Ornish
Samhain Publishing
In Diablo Lake, Tennessee, a town
populated by werewolves, witches and
more, magic woven deep into the earth
protects the town's secrets from
outsiders. Katie Grady left Diablo Lake to
get over a humiliating breakup. But her
family needs her help, so she's back, in a
sublet right across the hall from the guy
she's lusted after for years. Jace Dooley
is hotter than ever, and their friendship
picks up along with massive doses of
grown-up chemistry. The very scent of
Katie sharpens Jace's canines, makes the
wolf within him stir. There's nothing
more alluring to a Pack Alpha than a sexy
female who is so very in charge. She
won't be coddled, but if he plays his hand
just right she might be convinced to
become his. Katie presents a challenge to

Jace's wolf nature, whose chief instinct is
to protect. Especially now that she's
coming into the magic that is her
birthright--and suddenly Jace isn't the
only one who's interested in Katie or the
raw power she's just learning to use.
Editor's Note: The story continues in
Diablo Lake: Protected, available soon!
One-click with confidence. This title is
part of the Carina Press Romance
Promise: all the romance you're looking
for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!

Sway Hachette UK
A tragic past threatens to destroy a
passionate future in this
dangerously sexy new novel from
the New York Times bestselling
author of Wicked for You. After a
violent tragedy nearly destroyed
her, Lily Taylor ran away, changed
her name, and started over. When
her deadly nemesis resurfaces to
eliminate his loose end, she turns
to the last man she should trust—a
stranger with a history of violence
and an intoxicating sexuality she
can’t refuse… Though strong-
armed into locating Lily to help put
away a drug lord, ex-con Stone
Sutter isn’t anyone’s snitch. When
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he finds the terrified beauty, he
vows to keep her safe—but he isn’t
sure he has the strength to shield
her from his own desires. As an
unquenchable fire sparks between
them, Lily’s tormentor stalks ever
closer, and she must overcome her
darkest fear to survive. Can she
trust the bond she and Stone have
formed as they’re falling in deeper?
Opening Up Penguin
One woman's most intimate desires
are stirred by two very special
ingredients... Juliet is having the
time of her life running her
successful bakery, Tart, when
Gideon comes back into her life.
The spark between them is
immediate, and it isn't long before
the former childhood friends play
catch up in bed. Though the
sexually open but strictly
monogamous Cal Whaley has loved
Jules for a long time, he's hardly
ever taken it further than
friendship. Now he knows he has to
make his move or risk losing her
forever. The trio's scalding liaisons

take them places they've never
dreamed....
Second Chances Sourcebooks, Inc.
From #1 Sunday Times bestselling
author and food blogger, Jane Dunn,
Jane's Patisserie is your go-to dessert
recipe cookbook, with 100 delicious
bakes, cakes, and sweet treats, loved
for being easy, customizable, and
packed with everyone's favorite
flavors. Discover how to make life
sweet with 100 delicious bakes,
cakes, cookies, rolls, and treats from
baking blogger, Jane Dunn. Jane's
recipes are loved for being easy,
customizable, and packed with your
favorite flavors. Covering everything
from gooey cookies and celebration
cakes with a dreamy drip finish, to
fluffy cupcakes and creamy no-bake
cheesecakes, Jane's Patisserie is easy
baking for everyone. Yummy recipes
include: NYC Chocolate Chip Cookies
No-Bake Biscoff Cheesecake Salted
Caramel Dip Cookies & Cream Drip
Cake Cinnamon Rolls Triple Chocolate
Brownies Whether you're looking for a
salted caramel fix or a spicy biscoff
bake, this book has everything you
need to create iconic bakes and

become a star baker.
Joy the Baker Cookbook Penguin Group
Australia
Previously published; newly refreshed by
author—including bonus chapters! Petal,
Georgia: Small town, second chances and
sizzling romance. At twenty-eight, Lily
Travis never imagined she’d be back
living with her mom and dealing with her
messed-up little brother. Yet that’s
exactly where she finds herself, seven
long years after she left Petal,
Georgia—and the boy who broke her
heart—in the dust. Her first order of
business? Getting her ex to help turn her
brother’s life around. If he happens to
notice just how much she hasn’t been
missing him, all the better. As a teacher,
Nathan Murphy is used to dealing with
the unexpected, but nothing prepares him
for Lily—looking like a smokin’ hot
vintage pinup come to life—strolling
through his door and right back into his
heart. He always regretted the way
things ended between them; this could be
his chance to make up for past mistakes.
Lily can’t resist Nathan’s Southern-
honey charm, or the way he makes her
melt when she’s in his arms. She fell for
him once—falling for him again could
destroy her. But it could also mean
finding love in the last place she ever
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expected: home FREE BONUS
CHAPTERS INCLUDED IN THIS
EDITION! A Visit to Petal, Part One:
Alone Time All couples need a little alone
time. Glimpse what the citizens of Petal
are up to in between Once and Again and
Lost In You, the next book in the series.
Now available at the end of the novel! One-
click with confidence. This title is part of
the Carina Press Romance Promise: all
the romance you’re looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is
approximately 46,000 words
The Other End of the Leash Scholastic
Inc.
A perfect and irresistible idea: A
cookbook filled with delicious, healthful
recipes created for everyone on a tight
budget. While studying food policy as a
master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne
Brown asked a simple yet critical
question: How well can a person eat on
the $4 a day given by SNAP, the U.S.
government’s Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program informally known as
food stamps? The answer is surprisingly
well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy
Pulled Pork, Green Chile and Cheddar
Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet
and Chickpea Salad—even desserts like
Coconut Chocolate Cookies and Peach
Coffee Cake. In addition to creating
nutritious recipes that maximize every

ingredient and use economical cooking
methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on
shopping; on creating pantry basics; on
mastering certain staples—pizza dough,
flour tortillas—and saucy extras that make
everything taste better, like spice oil and
tzatziki; and how to make fundamentally
smart, healthful food choices. The idea for
Good and Cheap is already proving itself.
The author launched a Kickstarter
campaign to self-publish and fund the buy
one/give one model. Hundreds of
thousands of viewers watched her video
and donated $145,000, and national media
are paying attention. Even high-profile
chefs and food writers have taken
note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted
the link to the campaign; Francis Lam,
who called it “Terrific!”; and Michael
Pollan, who cited it as a “cool
kickstarter.” In the same way that TOMS
turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a
larger do-good movement, Good and
Cheap is poised to become a cookbook
that every food lover with a conscience
will embrace.

Lush Sourcebooks
Two million dollars secured Noah
Crawford the most enticing woman he
has ever known. Initiating Delaine
Talbot into a sensuous world of
pleasure took them both to the

brink—again and again. But when Noah
discovers why the beautiful innocent
sold her body to the highest bidder,
he’s faced with the hardest thing he
ever had to do: Set her free. Lanie
can’t believe Noah would let her go.
Doesn’t he know they share a bond
deeper than sex—a connection too
powerful to sever? Not even a
treacherous enemy out to destroy
Noah or the dark secret haunting the
multimillionaire can keep them apart.
But first Lanie has to show him that he
belongs to her, even if it means risking
everything for a love that can never be
bought or sold. Praise for A Million
Guilty Pleasures “[C. L.] Parker’s
story shines with sexy shenanigans
that steam up the pages.”—RT Book
Reviews (4-1/2 stars) “The charm and
passion that made the first book a
success are back in spades here. . . . A
great followup, and a fitting end to an
amazing pair. Noah and Lanie are a
raunchy, loving couple and so much
fun to read about.”—Miss Boxy Frown
“Million Dollar Duet has a sexy
billionaire hero and quirky heroine. It
is packed with steamy scenes, and as
romantic as can be.”—Under the Covers
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A Million Guilty Pleasures is intended
for mature audiences.
The Garden Party Penguin
From the national bestselling author of
Inside Out--a sizzling story of insatiable
passion. Gillian Forrester spent her life
running...until Miles came along. The
moment she held her older sister's
unwanted newborn, Gillian stopped
running and began building a life for her
adopted son. Now, thirteen years later,
Gillian's sister reveals the father's
identity on her deathbed-a revelation that
shakes Gillian to her core. Adrian Brown
is the epitome of the successful rock
star. It takes a lot to shock him-but the
bombshell that he has a son rocks his
world. And Adrian is even more surprised
when the buttoned-up elegant woman
who's raising him ignites his erotic and
romantic attention-and engages his heart.
Jane's Patisserie Penguin
The men of Twisted Steel are great with
their hands. And they're not afraid to get
dirty . . . Asa Barrons is never lonely for
long. Co-owner of the Twisted Steel
custom motorcycle shop, he works hard
and plays harder. But he never allows his
after-hours affairs to interfere with
business-until he meets racing royalty PJ
Coleman. While the blue-eyed blonde is
all princess on the outside, on the inside

Asa can see that this woman is ready to
take a walk on the wild side. PJ knows
trouble when she sees it, and Asa is the
complete package: fast bike, killer ink,
and a sinfully sexy smile that has her
imagining things nice girls never do. She
talks her way onto the Twisted Steel
team to prove her painting skill, and soon
learns that Asa is eager to show off some
skills of his own. With the help of Asa's
expert touch, PJ is initiated into a world
of wicked desire. No limits. No inhibitions.
No turning back. But as perfect as their
passion seems, a new challenge awaits,
forcing them to ask just how far they are
willing to go . . . 'Sexy, smart and deeply
romantic . . . no one does it better than
Lauren Dane' - Sylvia Day
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